Sony CyberShot RX100 VII
Compact
Camera (DSCRX100M7)
Inside its compact body the RX100 VII is packed with
everything it takes to deliver gorgeous images. The 24200mm 2 zoom lens is complemented by 0.02-sec. 3
super fast AF, new Real-time Tracking and Real-time
Eye AF, plus enhanced image stabilisation and an
external microphone jack for high-quality movie
shooting.
Key Features
Broad zoom range from a pocket-size camera The
built-in ZEISS® Vario-Sonnar T* 24-200mm 20 F2.8-4.5
zoom lens covers a broad zoom range equivalent to two
standard zoom lenses (24-70mm and 70-200mm), all in
a very compact size. It's configured with eight
aspherical lens elements with 13 aspherical faces to
achieve maximum resolution, clarity and contrast across
the entire zoom range, and all the way out to the edge
of the image. Four of Sony's original AA (advanced
aspherical) elements help minimise spherical, coma and
chromatic aberrations. Real-time Tracking to maintain
steady focus on your subject For the first time in the RX
series, Real-time Tracking is supported. When you're
tracking a fast-moving subject, the camera's motion
tracker uses a sophisticated subject recognition
algorithm (AI) 27 that draws on colour, pattern
(brightness), distance (depth) and face/eye information
to automatically recognise and maintain focus on your
subject. During continuous shooting, the camera relies
on AF calculations at up to 60 times/sec. 22 to maintain
high-accuracy tracking even as the subject's position
changes moment by moment. Tracking can also be
initiated through touch operation, for both stills and

movies.
Real-time
Eye AF for people during movie recording For the first
time in RX series cameras, the RX100 VII can detect
and track people's eyes during movie recording,
maintaining sharp and steady focus as the subject
moves. Focus is set and maintained automatically, so
you can concentrate on framing your shots. The feature
can be used in conjunction with Touch Tracking – simply
touch the corresponding point on the touchscreen to
focus on either the subject's left eye or right eye, or
switch between eyes.
Optical SteadyShot™ equivalent to 4.0 stops The
camera's built-in image stabilisation delivers the
equivalent of a 4.0-stop 30 shutter speed increase at
200mm 20 , to compensate for camera shake during
hand-held shooting, even in telephoto or low-light
conditions. Combined with the camera's sophisticated
optics design and advanced image-processing engine,
this helps to achieve remarkable image quality. [1]
Without Optical SteadyShot™ ( Simulated ) [2] With
Optical SteadyShot. Enhanced Fast Hybrid AF and
Real-time Tracking for movies Thanks to the evolution
of Auto-Focus (AF) algorithms, AF capability for movie
shooting has been improved in speed, accuracy, and
tracking performance, including better results in dimly lit
settings. Autofocus optimises the camera's focus
according to the subject, and when Real-time Tracking
is activated you can start tracking simply by selecting
the subject on the touchscreen, even for movies. AF
drive speed and AF tracking sensitivity are adjustable,
so you can fine-tune the focus transitions to match the
scene.
What's in the box
Rechargeable Battery Pack (NP-BX1) AC Adaptor
Micro USB cable Wrist Strap Strap Adapter Instruction
Manual *Images are for illustrative purposes only.
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